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Forstall students Praised . FINANCIAL TROUBLES
LITERARY CLUBS Father
Speaks on Study
By Retreat Master AGAIN PERIL REGIS
NAME DICTATO-RS Of Earthquakes Father McCarthy
Initial Meetings of
"Coffee Drinkers"
Have Fine Spirit

>

The officers of the most recent
addition to Regis' organizations,
the Catholic literature club (still
unnamed) , were elected at the first
regular meeting. The organization
has been divided into two groups
in order to facilitate matters; one
large group would have been so
unwieldy. The officers of Group
I are Niels Beck, Dictator, and Ray
Taylor, Steward; in Group II Philip
.Dolan is Dictator and Will Walsh,
Steward.
On Saturday night before the examinations, Group II met for the
first time at the home of Tom Burns,
and Group I on the following Tuesday ·evening at the home of Niels
Beck. Both sessions ran well into
the wee small hours. The spirit
of the old English taverns prevailed.
As true literateurs these budding
pen-men discussed drama, prose and
poetry, and things literary in general, over many cups of coffee.
Coffee sort of mellows the atmosphere, according to one member.
At any rate it is reported that many
ideas were conceived by these men
of tomorrow and the public is
warned to watch the literary dust
they will kick up in the next decade.
Mr. Benjamin L. Masse, S.J., is
the faculty director.

Current literature
Club Meets Sunday
Miss Butler to Speak
on Books of Travel
Late Books on Travel will be the
topic of the main discussion at the
meeting of the current literature
club next SU1lday afternoon at 3
o'clock in the College library. The
speaker will be Miss Helen L. Butler, associated with the school of
librarianship at the University of
Denver.
Mr. Masse, S.J., will survey a
number of recent volumes concerning the new humanistic movement.
Father Sandoval will preside at the
meeting.

Bi-shop and Clergy
Attend Funeral of
Denver Pioneer
Bishop Vehr and 22 priests were
among the friends of Charles H.
Hayden, a Denver pioneer and a
devoted friend of Regis, who attended his funeral services last Saturday at St. John's church. Two
of his sons are members of the
Society of Jesus, one being stationed
at St. Louis University, the other
working in the Indian missions of
South Dakota. Father Charles K.
Hayden sang the requiem high
Mass. Father William H. Hayden
was prevented by illness from being present at the obsequies. The
two young priests were formerly
students of Regis College.

--..-..-·--r
IT'S FUN TO BE.
FOOLED-BUT
IT'S MORE FUN
TO KNOW
II

II

II

Plans For Mission
Week Are Complete
Closes Feb. 12 With Mass
at Cathedral and Loyola
Interest returned anew to the
student body, particularly to those
interested in the welfare of the
missions at home and abroad, when
John Bruggeman, chairman of the
Regis unit of the Catholic Students'
Mission Crusade, announced that
Feb. 5 will mark the opening of
Mission Week for the eighth consecutive' observance,

BISHOP VEHR
TO SPEAK
The occasion will be launched on
Sunday afternoon at St. Joseph's
high school, where the quarterly
conference will take place. It will
culminate on the following Sunday
morning at the cathedral and at
Loyola. One gr,oup will be present
at the pontifical high Mass which
is to be sung by His Excellency,
the Most Reverend Urban J. Vehr,
bishop of Denver. His Excellency
will be the speaker of the occasion.
At Loyola another group will attend a solemn high Mass which
with the ceremonies at the cathedral, will mark the closing of the
week's intense activities.
Mission Week has been and probably always will be the high spot
of mission activities in the Colorado
conference of the C. S. M. C. At
Regis, as ever in activities of this
character, a spirit of enthusiasm
and cooperation is traditional.
With new officers at the helm,
the approaching Mission Week bids
fair to be unusually successful.
Plans are progressing rapidly. The
committee has ar'ranged lectures
and assemblies ' on a larger scale
than ever before. Talks illustrated
with slides depicting scenes in the
mission fields will be given to add
variety to the program, if present
plans materialize.

GREAT RALLY AT
TABOR THEATRE
The annual big Rally will take
place downtown at the Tabor theatre, as was the case last year, with
prominent personages, as Bishop
Vehr and the directors of the Crusade of Colorado, present, A representative of the Crusade castle
itself has been invited. The assembly will comprise the students from
the seminary and Catholic college
and high school students of Colo.r ado. The impressive scene will be
repeated in which •the Crusade
pledges to the standard of the cross,
to the flag' of the United States,
to the Crusade emblem, and to
Christ t_!le King, will be recited in
a stirring dedication to God and
nation.

REGIS SENDS
FORTH SPEAKERS
Mission speakers are going out
from Regis this week following the
time-honored custom of visiting
other schools in the interest of this
activity. The practice has proved
very effective in former years. The
Regis unit in the College reports
that the paladin round table, begun
shortly before Christmas, is showing progress. The lectures are
highly interesting. Any student is
welcome to attend these preliminary discussions. John Bruggeman
is in charge.

1
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Parish Committees
Start Drive To
Collect Pledges
of

Pleased by Efforts
Speaker Attracts
Largyst Crowd of
Expressing himself as thoroughly
Winter Sessions satisfied with the way Regis re"Mathematics- is not far enough
advanced to solve some of the problems raised by the · study of earthquakes," W!I.S one of the interesting
remarks made by Rev. Armand W.
Forstall, S.J., at the regular meeting of the institute of Catholic culture on Sunday, Jan. 22. The
speaker's topic was Earthquake's
Challenge to Science. Father Forstall's reputation as one of the
nation's outstanding authorities on
seismology drew the largest crowd
of the winter sessions.
Contrary to popular belief, the
study of earthquakes was begun at
a very early date, he said in effect.
In the year 163, the Chinese had
a device which was capable . of recording earth disturbances. , Going
back a century farther, historical
records are extant of the disaster
which in the form of an earthql,lake
destroyed Pompeii. Probably the
oldest account of the earthquake
phenomenon is to be found in the
third book of J{ings, in the old
Testament.

Advance Slow in
Studying Earthquakes

treatants availed themselves
their opportunities, the Rev. J. Leo
McCarthy, S.J., retreat master, con·
eluded on Saturday, Jan. 28, the
three most profitable and memorable days of the college year.
Knowing that Father McCarthy,
who is now engaged in executive
work at St. Louis University, formerly had been a director at the
widely known White House, the
reporter for The Brown and Gold
inquired how the retreat movement
was faring, and incidentally how
the economic depression was affecting it. "The retreat movement ·fs
growing fast, and strangely enough
there is no falling off either In the
number of retreatments no·r in their
financial contributions because of
the depression," was the answer.

Depression Awakens
Religious Consciousness
His social contacts and observations have made FathE?r McCarthy
believe the depression is helpfUl to
the cause of the Church. Many
lapsed Catholics are thinking once
more about their spiritual obligations, the Jesuit explained, adding
that there are encouraging increases
in the number of religious voca·
tions. He emphasized that the latter
fact may not be explained upon
t he supposition that postulants hope
to evade the distresses of civil life,
for the religious career is no easy
one; rather, the confusion and uncertainty of the world makes them
wonder whether serving it would
be worth the candle.

In spite of man's early interest
in discovering the nature of earth
tremors, however, progress in this
field has been extremely slow. When
it is realized t hat the origin of
an earth shock is sometimes between 50 and 150 miles below the
surface of the earth, it is not difficult to understand why knowledge
of such occurrences is limited. Practically all that is known in the field
has been learned by studying the Retreat Master
effects and ·results of earthquakes Praises Students
rather than by actually observing
The spiritual retreat followed imthe phenomenon itself.
mediately upon the completion of
Dr. Vicart Inthe semester examinations, Wednesvented Seismograph
day, Thursday and Friday being
Since the invention of the seis- spent in silence and meditation on
mograph in 1894 by Dr. Vicart of the truths of the Catholic faith as
Germany, great strides have been applied to the conduct of life. Leemade; but, the speaker stated, tures were given by the director
scientists are just beginning to see four times each day. Both day
how little they really know about students and resident students were
the subject. Some earthquakes are given full opportunity for special
known to have volcanic origin conferences with the retreat mastwhile others are caused by move- er. All the retreatants received
ments of underground strata of Holy Communion on Saturday mornrocks, but many earth disturbances ing, at which time Father McCarthy
occur for which no explanation can stated that he had never before
as yet be given. Furthermore, in conducted a retreat which equalled
(Continued on Page 3)
the Regis sessions.

In his weekly message to the
students through the columns of
The .Brown and Gold, President
Herbers stresses the part which the
students can play in relieving the
financial burden of the institution.
He says:
"My dear Students:
"We are entering upon the second semester of the school year
1932-33. At this time it is our hope
that our financial status will make
it possible for us to enter upon
the first semester of the school year
1933-34. At present it is a very
serious question and we cannot ventltre to answer. Regis will open
as usual in September, 1933, if our
friends in Colorado will help. The
contributions made during 1932
were sufficient to keep the school
open. According to present indications, redoubled efforts mu's t be
made to collect an amount sufficient
to carry us through the next school
year. This is not a plea to you
for money, but is a statement of
fact. What are you going to do
about it? Pray, You will ask God
daily to inspire gener~us hearts to
come to the rescue of the college
that has served Denver and ColO-

Robert 'Takes
The Big Leap

rado and adjoining states for almost fifty years, Many of you are
receiving financial assistance from
Reg.is now and there are very many
in Colorado and adjoining states
who received similar financial assistance in the past. May God in·
spire them and many others to help
Regis NOW, when she needs it
most.
"Congratulations to those who
have achieved success in the semester examinations, It was worth
while to study, was it not? Are
you happy? I am sure you are if
the attainment of success meant
some sacrifice. Go on. Make even
greater sacrifices and work even
harder during the second semester.
"Did you profit by the Retreat?
It was another sacrifice that brought
much satisfaction to you. No doubt
it was a hard battle but the victory
is sweet."
In connection with the main topic
of this message, Regis is $4,000
short in the first year of the Good
Will drive. Starting the early part
of this month, parish committees
will renew their efforts to collect
the donations short in the ftrst year
and due in the coming year. The
hope of those in charge is that individuals who are behind ·in their
quota will be able to meet their
pledges before Feb. 7. Father Herbers said the money may be mailed
or brought directly to the College.
A tabl{i) of collections by months
and parishes may be of interest
to the readers of The Brown and
Gold:

Of all people! We were sure that
this man, above all, would hold
out against a common fatality. But
he's gone and did it. Yep, he's all
~ound up in the middle of a nice,
ig ring, and the palm of a blond
charmer's hand, poor girl. The
man, dear sirs, is our own Bob.
Yfes, the inimitable Bob Kelber. The
ortunate or unfortunate young
lady, as you look at it, is the lovely
Jean Flack.
Bob, commonplace soul that he
is, relates the big event as follows:
"You see," he said, "we went to a
wedding in the morning. That afternoon she got the idea-'nd, well,
yeah-that's it."
The event, however, will not happen for some time. The nonchalant
Bob, when interviewed, was nervous, though he did light a Twenty
Grand. Congratulations, Bob and
Jean!
Bob is a senior in the Science
department, actively engaged in

1932 Contribution• by Montha

February .............................. $
March ..........,.........................
-April ......................................
May ........................................
June .................. ....................
July ........................................
August ...................... ............
September ............................
October ................ ................
November ................ ............
December ..............................

2,268.10
5,111.25
3,338.40
1,770.00
825.50
371.0o
166.50
289.25
284.25
211.50
2o1.50

Total .................................. $14,837~25

Contribution• by Pariahea from Feb.
7 to Dec. 21, 1932
Cathedral ............................ $ 2,975.00
Annunciation ......................
404.00
Blessed Sacrament ............
694.00
Holy Family ........................
451.50
Holy Ghost ..........................
292.50
Holy Rosary ........................
24.00
St. Catherine's ....................
528.50
Mt. Carmel ..........................
168.00
Sacred Heart ......................
195.25
Loyola .................. ................
632.25
St. Cajetan's ........................
12.50
St. Dominic's ......................
282.00
St. Elizabeth's .................... ' 446.00
St. Francis de Sales' ........
417.00
and Gold staff.
St. James' ............................
74.50
As an afterthought to Bob's leap St. John's ..............................
568.60

FINAL VOWS TAKEN
BY TWO REGIS MEN :a:ys:::r:~:~:;la:f e;~:tsBro:
Students and Friends
Attend Quiet Ceremony in Chapel
Two priests of the faculty will
pronounce their last vows as Jesuits
tomorrow morning in the Regis
chapel. They are Father William
D. Ryan and Father Joseph P.
McMahon. The ceremony will take
place at a low Mass to be celebrated
by Father Herbers.
Relatives of Father Ryan, the
friends of the two priests, and the
students will attend the Mass, after
which a reception will fol'low.
Father '.Ryan was born and educated in Denver, taking his higher
studies in St. Louis University.
Father McMahon hails from Milwaukee and Marquette University.

+·-··--·-·--·--·-··----·--·---

!

Press Club to Meet
Monday

The Newa Hawka, whoae.
names appear on the maat·
head of thia paper, will meet
in Room 300 at 3 o'clock on
Monday afternoon to discu..
plans for the aecond semester.
Others who wiah to join the
staff of The Brown and Gold
are asked to be present at thia
meeting. Details aa to the
constitution of the revived
pre.. club and the emblematic
key to be awarded for aervice
on the paper will be decided
at this time.

--·--··--·-·------~o

we would now like to know what
the young man named AI is going
to do with that circle and stone
he recently won. He can't wear
it, ergo there must be one that
can. When?

Baseball Practice
will begin
February 13th

St. Joseph's (Redemptorist) .... :.............................
306.00
St. Joseph's (Polish) ...... ..
000.00
318.00
St. Leo's .............................. ..
14.00
St. Louis' ............................ ..
128.00
St. Mary Magdalen's ....... .
208.50
St. Patrick's ....................... .
956.00
St. Philomena's ................. .
56,75
St. Rose of Lima's .......... ..
248.50
St. Vincent de Paul's ...... ..
95.50
Aurora ................................ ..
72.50
Arvada ................................. .
00.00
Golden ................................ ..
148.25
Greeley ..................................
146,00
Littleton ............................ ..
94.25
Sterling ............·.................. ..
26.00
Regis College Students .. ..
Clergy of Denver Diocese.. 1,658.00
206.00
Various .............................. ..
Big Gifts ............................. . 1,990,50
Total .................................. $14,837.26
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Physical Training
Part of Education

;........................................................................ .,~

Physical Exercise
Excellent Recreation
Recreationally speaking, a good
workout is unexcelled to relax overwrought nerves and a care-worn
mind. A bow that is constantly
bent is bound to lose its snap, hence
the wise hunter unstrings his bow
except when he wishes to use it.
The same is true of the mind and
one's attitude toward life; there
must be an occasional let-down, and
no more wholesome or better letdown can be found than just the
right type of exercise.
One's health of course must always be considered, when the
maximum of work is required,
the body and mind must be equal
to it through exercise and rest.
Health and vigor and strength
can be acquired through constant
effort, much as grace is acquired
through constant prayer. All of a
man's capacities are subject to modification, either good or bad accordingly as he forms good or bad
habits. The habit of caring for
oneself is a pleasant habit, and
when once acquired one really never cares to forsake it.

rWh"~'t"'""to Read I
........................................................................... ,~

§

~...................................................................
hi
WHOSE COUNTRY IS THIS?-BY Father Lord explains in t s magificent pamphlet the wonderful
Daniel A. Lord, S.J.
Queen's n
f th
effects of the proper use o
e
Work
Press,
1932.
10c.
moments
left
at
our
disposal,
the
By WILLIAM E. WALSH
Among Father Lord's excellent
i
W'th
Published by the students of Regis College and issued on the first
reposeful hours of our le sure. 1
DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
and fifteenth of each month from October to June. Subscription rate,
and practical pamphlets, we loo k
what
weight
of
untold
value
are
$1.50 per year.
upon this as one of the most time1Y
· h d'
not
these
leisure
hours
ennc
e
·
Entered as second-class matter Nov. 8, 1920, at the Post Office at
We assume that when a man enand 11owerful. Why should o~r
In these, our days of time-saving
Denver, Colo., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Catholicism be considered a stam
i
ters college he does so with the
devices, the amount of our le sure
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in intention of developing himself to
on our Americanism? Why does
Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Dec. 1, 1920.
it suggest incapacity, ignorance and grows from day to day. Wise is
the highest possible degree in the
Member of Colorado Division Interscholastic Press Association.
the youth who endeavors to master
three spheres, which taken together
a
spirit opposed to true American
h
Member of Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Press Association.
e magic art of employing t ese
make for true manhood. The first
life? Why should we be "marked- th
e hours to reap the rich harvest
sphere is by far the most impordown Americans, decidedly below fre
intended by the Almighty.
EDITORIAL STAFF
tant in the lives of us all, namely,
par"?
Editor..................................................................................................................................Philip J. Dolan man's moral nature. We may dis* * *
In time of war we have done
Managing Editor................................................................................................... Edward Anderson miss the consideration of this
THE COLOURED DOME-By Franmore
than
our
share,
and
in
time
Business Manager.................................................................................John D. Cummings, Jr. sphere on the tacit assumption that
cis Stuart. Macmillan, 1933. $2.
of peace we continue to exert an
Circulation Manager .............................................................. John Bruggeman
The primary purpose the young
we are being schooled along this
elevating influence on our fellow
line by the most potent educational
REPORTING STAFF
citizens and on society at large. novelist and patriot has set before
Edward Sanchez, Alvin Musser, Charles C. Collins, Vincent Dwyer, body in the field. The second sphere
Our aims, our views, our conduct himself in writing, according to his
is
that
of
the
mind,
or
the
purely
Frank Sullivan, Robert Kelher, William Slattery, Paul Schmitz, Richard
have been those of model citizens. own testimony, is "to find a sort
McNamara, Pat Orr, Marvin Milan, Emmett Harrington, Richard Hiester. intellectual sphere, which may also
The blood of our heroes has been of a harmony in all the strange
be dismissed because in educating
shed without stint, and the purity adventures and contradictions in
the
soul
and
the
will,
the
entire
of our women has been without life." To find the key to happiness
THE MODERNITY OF THE CHURCH
educational field is covered.
reproach. We have loved America and prove that it can be found and
Laplace conceived that the astral bodies took form ~ut of
even when our fellow citizens have that "the search is not in vain."
the thin gas with which the universe was flooded. This gas Physical Training
In this, his latest novel, an inMoral Aspect
distrusted us. We are patriots even
began rotating, if we can credit the French astronomer, and Very Necessary
A Prime Factor
when our patriotism has been ques- teresting and patriotic story, this
coalesced into suns.
purpose runs throughout as a sort
Lastly we enter the sphere of
I have left the moral side of tioned.
A competitive theory, but one which his hearers decided physical education and in so doing physical education until last be- In a clear, thorough and forceful of golden thread. A beautifully
was more in accord with the latest sidereal findings, was pro- we enter, in our humble opinion, cause the moral side includes the manner, Father Lord proves with simple romance is woven around
posed the ol:her night in the library of the famous Mount Wilson a field of great importance because rest. First of all, if it is sinful irresistible logic that we are not the events in Ireland on that memobservatory. Listening ·absorbedly were a group of our acut- in modern physical education we to dissipate one's powers, it must "marked-down Americans, decidedly orable Easter period of 1916. Purest men of science, among them Dr. Robert A. Millikan, whose attempt a much wider scope than be virtuous to develop them and below par." We are proud of our ity of conscience in the realization
celebrated cosmic rays were again being explained, and Dr. did some of our predecessors, whose offer them to God. He inust have faith, and should be proud of it, of loyalty to duty and love, sanctiAlbert Einstein, whose intricate theory of relativity had in the aim was to teach activity and not had a reason in giving us a body; since it helps us to be more loyal fied through self-sacrifice, point to
young mathematician before him one of the world's six best men. Our avowed purpose .is to He expects us not to idolize it, but to ourselves, our country and our where happiness can be found.
expositors.
No eulogy of the heroes that fell
make physical education a supple- to care for it well and constantly. God.
on that memorable occasion could
"I think all the matter in the universe was once condensed ment to the education of the first Secondly, good health allows for
• * •
into a single primordial atom and that this atom exploded," two spheres and to make it so the regularity of life which most MOODS AND TRUTHS-By Fulton be more stirring and at the same
time more tactful. Though the
the man on the rostrum, the young priest and scientist from really important in ·a man's life saints recommend as an aid to vir- J. Sheen. Century, 1932. $2.
the University of Louvaine, Father Georges Lemaitre, stated. that he will march down life's tue.
This notable collection of com- book does not aim at being an adeWhen he finished the intricate explanation of his theory, pathway with an equipment second Thirdly, the responsibility for the pelling and inspiring lectures is a quate historical study of that event,
Professor Einstein announced enthusiastically, "It is the most to none, because he will have syn- crime situation rests largely upon worthy companion volume to Dr. the pictures sketched, and the apbeautiful and satisfying interpretation of the source of cosmic thesized the three educational fields people who are sick physically or Sheen's deservedly popular book preciations of persons concerned,
into one life, which after all is psychologically. Usually a man "Old Errors and New Labels." Re- give the story historical value and
rays I have listened to."
We are reminded that when, a hundred years ago, the the mark of a truly educated man. with a diseased body becomes bit- ligious thought, clustered about the a high literary merit.
• • *
suggestions of Darwin and others caused such brilliant pioneer- Thus being trained in all three of ter, feels that life isn't worth while changing seasons of the year is the
central theme, and just as "Old GUY DE FONTGALLAND- By
ing in the biological sciences, it was another Catholic priest,
··-·-----·-·-·--··-·-··-·~-~-·-··-·ll-tl--··-·-··-·-·-·-+ Errors and New Labels" refutes
Lawrence L. McReavy. Herder,
Abbot Mendel, who revealed the fundamental laws of genetics,
1933. $1.25.
old falsehoods reappearing under
and thereby made the most useful and enduring contribution
new names, "Moods and Truths"
The happy prediction of Pope
to the study of evolution.
presents the old, eternal fundament- Pius X, of blessed memory, that
Today, when able thinkers are re-making all the natural
al truths in a manner all new, life- there would be saints among chilsciences, can it be that intellects which have been grounded
The poppy looks ungainly in its place,
giving and appealing, infusing in dren a s the fru it of frequent Comupon the sacred sciences of the Catholic Church will make the
them a power that seems irresist- munion beginning at an early age,
Gaunt in the shadow of a garden wall,
truest, most advanced pronouncements? At any rate, where
ible.
has found a glorious fulfillment in
is the man who now will persist in calling Holy Mother Church
Clustered around by blossoms frail and small;
· The titles of the lectures indicate the beautiful soul of the young
"medieval"?
Raising its head aloft, it lacks the grace
the broad sweep of the auth or's F rench Stanislaus, Guy de Fontspiritual concepts, "The Thrill of galland, the subject of this charmOf richer scions of the flowery raceECONOMICS, AGNOSTICS, AND THE HOLY YEAR
Monotony," "The World's Greatest ingly simple and inspiring biogLike, say, a captain, towering over all
Need," "The Right of Sanctuary," raphy.
How stubborn is man? Will the economic dislocation
The dancers at the regimental ball,
"Divine Sense of Humor," "The
force him to recognize his dependence upon a higher power?
Born in 1913, the eleven years
Curse of Broad-Mindedness," "Un- of the span of his life led him high
Some will maintain the pose that they are resourceful enough
Bewilderment half-hidden in his face.
worldliness in the World"-these on the steep ascent of sanctity. His
to care for themselves without reference to a highly problem·
Its scarlet helmet speaks of war's alarms;
and similar subjects in t he hand was a rare sanctity, beautifully
atical being in the skies. Give them time and they will work
of a master lend themselves to combining a marvelous simplicity
out the proper solution. But others have a greater regard for
Its native air is pungent with a smell
treatment that is fresh, original of soul and an unaffected, ardent
objective facts, freely conceding that man has been a bit too
Of smoking grass and guns; it will drink deep
and powerful. In this Dr. Sheen love for God and His Blessed
clever for his own good. Science and her mechanical slaves
Of battle, with the grim-faced men-at-armshas proved himself a master.
provided him with material comforts of the most attractive
Mother. He is called the youthful
sort with amazing prodigality. But his insatiable craving for
The power of expression that Apostle of the Blessed Sacrament,
Then, near the crosses, marking where they fell,
perfection-which, by the way, argues a Perfect Being who
makes his discourses so character- since It is Holy Communion reThe poppy hangs its head in troubled sleep.
can quiet his hungers--his craving for perfection caused him
istic, and the depth and originality ceived with the proper disposition
to tinker with his machines until he had improved some of them
of his treatment have merited for that made him cover so long a
practically beyond the need for human servitors. As a partial
him the title of the Chesterton of space in so short a time.
-Biook Pl'"''·
reward for this cleverness ten million men are chronically torAmerica.
The simplicity and unique spiritmented because their families do not, or may not always, have
• • *
ual function of this brief biography
bread.__ And The Commonweal assures us "total expenditures +-··-·-·-----·-··-··-·-·-··-·-----··-.-.·--·--·-~-~·-·+ JOE McGUIRE, FRESHMAN- By recommend it very highly to all
for relief have doubled in each year of the depression."
Wm. M. Lanners. Bruce Co., 1932. who admire true beauty of soul,
Economic and legal readjustments are an urgent· require- these fields of education, he attains and doubts God's mercy because $1.25.
manifesting the wonders of divine
ment, but they are distinctly palliative. The root remedy is a full development and need not of His apparent neglect. Thus he The age of the excellent Catholic grace in souls that faithfully cosuggested by Bishop Kelley, who says: "I hold that it is be- feel at a loss in any man's com- loses his grip on himself. Recrea- juvenile has not declined since the operate.
cause so many men have forgotten God that God has for- pany, be he priest, professor or tion of the right sort can and does lamented death of Father Finn. A
•• *
act as a preventive measure. The
athlete.
gotten man."
dozen of promising young writers CHARLES CARROLL OF CARBut-staggering question !-how shall we persuade unbe- Now, just how does modern phys- man seeks solace in a whoiesome thoroughly imbued with the spirit ROLLTON, 1737-1832-By Joseph
ical education propose to go about way, loses his moroseness in play, that inspired "Tom Playfair" and
lievers that they must pray?
Gurn. Kenedy, 1932. $3.00.
There is one solution, that proposed lately by the Father this development, this supplanting and may be saved from his crimes "Percy Wynn" are reaching very As an historical biography of high
which
were
due
to
a
twisted
attiof Christendom. In inaugurating the Holy Year which com- of theology, philosophy and the
close to the degree of excellence literary merit, this interesting life
mences this coming April, Pius XI pleaded, "Let us turn to sciences? First of all we attack tude toward society.
attained by the amiable Jesuit, in- of the prominent and influential
prayer and penitence." It is the only way. But it is one which the problem from an educational Finally, philosophically speaking, terpreter of Catholic boarding Catholic signer of the Declaration
we may adopt with confidence. Who knows? Perhaps by our standpoint. We believe it to be exercise is necessary to the good school life.
of Independence deserves special
prayers and penances we shall be privileged to obtain for the part of every man's equipiD;ent to man because we know that a thing "Joe McGuire" has many very commendation. The important part
world such mercies that 1933 will be for bewildered, desperate know how to care for himself per- is good only when it fulfills that recommendable features. It is live- Catholics played in the colonial,
fectly, how to exercise, what exer- for which it was created. That is ly, witty, up to date, well planned, revolutionary and reconstructive
millions the year of the Great Awakening!
cise and how much exercise to take. good which fulfills its purpose. The and told in an interesting, attrac- periods, no less than in the early
We believe a man should learn how body fulfills best its purpose when tive style. The characters portrayed years of the republic, has only lately
WHY APOLOGIZE FOR CATHOLICISM?
to care for himself throughout a it is well cared for. The purpose and the incidents selected make it begun to receive the appreciation
One of the most distressing factors in religious and intel- long and active life. He should of the body is to supplement the one of the - most recommendable it deserves. In this particular the
lectual controversies is the apologetic attitude taken by many learn to do things which have a soul. Now if the body is in perfect books for boys we have seen for present volume is a valuable conCatholics. This is particularly true of American Catholics. carry-over value, things he can do health the soul is less hampered in a number of years.
tribution to American history.
Great numbers a.f those who claim to be within the fold feel when he leaves college-the busi- its progress toward God.
Though the scene is not laid in
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, as
little responsibility toward upholding the principles by which ness, in short, of keeping in phys- The soul, including intellect, be- a Catholic school we all recognize a capable leader, and a stalwart
ing meant for God should be culti- the spirit of a · Catholic school. and fearless Catholic layman, will
they live. In small gatherings where topics of all kinds are ical shape always.
discussed·, few Catholics have the courage to point out such and Second, we look at physical edu- vated for God, but the body being Those acquainted with Milwaukee ever be numbered among the great
such a practice as being immoral. Few of them will vigorously cation's social values. If you would of the earth earthy must be per- will appreciate the local atmosphere men of America. His deep convicand intelligently defend the infallible Church when its dogmas really know a man, you must play fected for the accomplishment of so characteristic of the university tions and his spirit of fortitude
with him, because there all the bars its ends, in order to assist in the where Joe McGuire begins as a under circumstances unusually tryare attacked.
We are constantly on the defensive. We allow false his- are down. He is most truly him- perfection of the whole man.
freshman.
ing, made him a model worthy of
torians and pseudo-scientists to frighten us with their chatter- self and you see his character in When these three spheres have
admiration and of close imitation
ing. When new philosophies are expounded, we remain silent action. Many of one's finest friends been fully cultivated, a man is in HOURS OFF-By Daniel A. Lord, by Catholic laymen of every age.
have been discovered on the play- ·very truth cultured and good, as
though we know them to be absurd.
S.J. Queen's Work Press, 1933.
As a historical document of CathBut WHY this attitude? The truths that we accept are ing field because games lend them- then and then only is he really 10c.
olic American history, it is a pleasmade known to us by Christ's unerring representative. The selves to fellowship and the aband- fulfilling that for which he has been With his usual power of analysis, ure to recommend this biography.
created.
(Continued on Page 3)
oning of reserve and formality.
an~ irresistible charm of expression,
(Continued on Page 3)

Walsh Stresses Need
of Healthy Body

THE POPPIES OF FLANDERS
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Page Three

REDS HAVE CHANCE FOR CHAMPIONSHIP
(Continued from Page 2)

Defeat of Bluejays

Mothers Club Card
Party Is Success

Church to which we pay homage baa withstood the test of
time and human frailties. The doctrines by which we live
have made saints and martyrs.
There is no excuse then ·for remaining in a state of mental
lethargy. We must strive to gain something of the ardor and
zeal of St. Paul. It is the duty of Catholics. to gain inspiration
EATOUGH'S INJURY
by actually living what they believe. Then following in the
(Continued from Page 2)
footsteps of Belloc, Chesterton and Father Dudley, they may
REMOVES STELLAR
CHRISTMAS AND TWELFTH
MAN FROM LINE-UP NIGHT-By Sigfrid Undset. Logg- go forth and meet the challenge of paganism. The hour of
action is at band. Let us be up and doing.

Increases Reds Chance

PAROCHIAL LEAGUE STANDING
WON

Sacred Heart ........
Annunciation ......
Regis High ............
Cathedral ··············
Holy Family ·······-

3
3
2•
0
0

LOST

0
1

POT.

1.000
.750

1

.666

3
3

.ooo
.000

The Reds' handy defeat of
the C~thedral Bluejays, 22 to
13, w1th V erdieck, the blond
center, starring, put them in
a position to end the season
at the top of the heap. Ifand there's the rub-they can
beat the Outlaws next Friday
night at'. West Denver gym,
and if Cathedral can down the
Cardinals from Annunciation,
the trick will be turned.
The retreat is liable to interfere with regular practice,
but on the other hand the rest
may do the basketeers good,
and Coach Maguire's warriors
may go out there and tame the
Outlaws. At any rate, they
have been traveling at a pretty
fast clip latelty under Ade'.s
skilful direction and with John
Reinert off the sick list and
back in the line-up, the boys
from Sacred Heart will be in
for a stirring evening.

REGIS ORCHESTRA
SUPPLIES MUSIC

mans, 1932. $1.00.
As a magnificent collection of elevating thoughts, attuning the soul
THEY CALL IT TECHNOCRACY
for the spirit of Christmas, this
As
an
added
nightmare coming on the heels of end-of-theneat and elegantly edited little volyear pay cuts and lay-offs, is the theory of technocracy deume is highly commendable. The
scribed by the Literary Digest as "about as eaay to explain-author needs no introduction in the
at
least by the average reader-as the Einstein theory of relworld of letters. As a novelist of
ativity."
unusual power, she deserves to be
numbered ' among the first. Her
If a scientist should call a buUer-fty by its technical name
acknowledged literary power is here a great many would fail to recognize it also. Technocracy is
focused on the theme that appeals nothing more than the use of machinery in the production of
so strongly to the human heart: human wants. The tlare that the technocrats created recently
the savior's birth. Her reflections, might lead one to believe that it is of recent origin. Such is
in a simple yet chastened style, are not the case, however. In varying terms, technocracy dates
back to the Industrial Revolution when the invention of rnabeyond a reviewer's praise.
The value of the little volume, so chinery moved industry from the small homes of European
well adapted as a Christmas pres- peasants to centrally located sites. As invention made producent is notably enhanced by the in- tion faster, factories became larger-tecbnecracy prospered.
ser~ion of a number of excellent
Viewed in the light of unemployment, the worker of today
engraved copies of acknowledged can d~ nothing 'but see the caus': of his unempl~yment in the
masterpieces bearing on the Nativ- I macbme. The bookkeeper sees b1mself out of a JOb because of
ity.
the introduction of mechanical recorders; the stenographer is
1

* * *
WHY CATHOLICS BELIEVE-By
Martin J. Scott, S.J. Kenedy,
1932.

$1.50.

With the crystal clearness and
power of unanswerable logic so
characteristic of the excellent apologetic books of Father Scott, this

The Reds lost a valuable player
in the eluaive and fast Jamea Eatough, who sustained a fractured leg
in the game last week. He will
be out for the aeason. After the
accident the atar waa taken to St.
Joseph's hospital and later removed
to hia home.

High Retreat
Ends Today
GENERAL COMMUNION IS
L~T EXERCISE

book lays down with unmistakable
force the why and the wherefore
of catholic belief.
To be able to give a reasonable
account of the faith that animates
us is a sacred duty incumbent upon
every Catholic. On the other hand,
it is not easy to find simple, forcible,
adequate and completely satisfactory expositions of the reasonableness of our faith. Father Scott
has solved this problem in an admirable manner in this, his last
volume.
We cordially recommend it to
every Catholic who wishes to appreciate his faith as it deserves, and
desires to be able, creditably, to
defend it against all chance objectors outside the Fold.
WE RECOMMEND
MIRROR FOR TOBY (A Catholic
Novel)-By Cecily Hallack. Macmillan, 1932. $2.
LIVING AUTHORS (A Book of
Biographies of Present-Day Wrlters)-By Dilly Tante. Wilson Co.

Today is the last day of the spiritual retreat for the students in the
High School. An ominous silence
pervades the Prell campus as classes
are suspended, as the students give
1932. $5.
their special attention to instructions on Catholic faith and conduct ARABIA FELIX (Across the Empty Quarters of Arabla)-By Berand to undisturbed meditation.
tram Thomas. Scribners, 1932.
The retreat master is Father
$3.75.
Robin J. Shea, S.J., assistant pastor
FOOT-LOOSE IN THE WEST (A
at Loyola Church. Father Shea
Journey through Colorado and
formerly attended Regis, coming
California)-By Charles J. Finghere as a boarder · while still a
er.' Morrow Co., 1932. $2.50.
young boy. After joining the Jesuits
he has bad wide experience in the
classroom and in the work of the
ministry. He belonged for a time
to the personnel of Loyola University in Chicago, and later went
to Detroit where he was assistant
pastor at the Jesuit church there.
Father Shea was born in Canada,
but was educated and has done his
work among American youth.
The retreat will close tomorrow
with a general reception of Holy
Communion at the 9 o'clock Mass.

replaced by mechanical devices; the laborer is replaced by mechanical workers. It is no wonder then that their first outcry
is to abolish the machine. Again we must inform the worker
that the error is not in the use of the machine but rather in its
misuse. The explanation is found in an old, old teaching of
Catholic, Jesuit education-logic. Because a gun is used • to
kill a man we do not say that guns should be done away With.
Because machines cause a few men to be unemployed tempo·
rarily it does not follow that the machines should be abolished
from civilization.

Last evening in the tea room of
the Denver Dry Goods company,
nearly a thousand guests were entertained at a card party sponsored
by the Regis High School Mothers'
club. Two beautiful door prizes
were given and two serviceable
awards for each table. Dancing and
refreshments concluded the program. The music was provided by
the Regis orchestra, with Father
Dimichino waving the baton.
The mothers who served as hostesses were the Mesdames Ernest
V. Beck, Joseph H. Bechtold, Wm.
C. Bauer, Wm. J. Bowe, Joseph J.
Cella, Charles C. Collins, Joseph P.
Connolly, J. Fred Doyle, Carlo Di
Iullo, Herbert Fairall, Harry A.
Grout, Clarence L. Harrington, AI
A. Hauk, William Langsfeld, Peter
Lakas, F. J. Layden, T. J. McGlone,
F. A. Mumford, Alfred O'Meara,
L. M. Raring, J. L. Rice, Alvin C.
Roberts, Joseph A. Ryan, Bart C.
Sweeney, Tracy Spitler, H. Seidenstricker, John E. Smith, Thomas
Tierney, Elsie Thorieke, Ralph
Taylor, J. J. Walsh, A. S. Vagnino,
T. Ray Young, Albert H. Weber
and Harvey French.

We wonder ·whether the worker made idle by what he
assumes to be the machine, would want civilization to go back
to the days when millions of slaves were required to build such
things aa the pyramids of Egypt. We wonder whether the
average person would be 'better off living in slavery. Surely
the person out of employment and cared for by the government is better off than the slave of thousands of years ago.
But even so, that does not excuse the manner in which labor
today is being handled.
While industry was adopting machines, the workingman
waa being paid less and less for the amount of his output. The
Chinese coolie earning a few cents a day was being paid more
per actual unit of output than the skilled labor of countries
such as America. Thus while business was earning larger and
larger profits the working man was being paid less and less
than be should have been receiving.
.
Industry argued that it could not afford to pay labor more,
it produced accounting records to show that it waa barely
earning a profit. And yet it waa possible for a limited number
of families to control the wealth of the world. A false theory
that allocated false expenses such as enormous return on investments both actual and fictitious, prevented the working
man from receiving his just share from industry.
The machine has come to stay, but it need not be a nightmare to the working man. What the world needs is more
honest men who will give to labor its just portion of the wealth
of the world.-Marquette Tribune.

When the glacier priest, Father
Bernard Hubbard, S.J., was here
in St. Michael last March, like all
the tourists passing through this
famous old town, he wanted to pay
a visit to our old chief and his wife,
the oldest Eskimo on the coast of
Bering Sea. No sooner had he seen
them and spoken to them than he
was moved by their great simplicity
and kindness. His next ambition
was to take their picture. When
he bade them goodbye and thanked
them, Father Hubbard promised
that they would get a copy of their
picture as soon as the ice was gone.
They looked at Father and in their
simple way answered, "When the
ice is gone we will be gone, too."
And they were right. During the
epidemic of whooping cough and
flu which followed, I went to see
them. Both were as usual. About
11 o'clock the woman who was taking care of them came to me and
said that the old chief was dead.
Neither the nurse nor the old man's
wife knew when the end came. It
·--·--··-··---~-~·-·-·+ was when they wanted to give him
a little tea t~at they found him
i
ENGLEWOOD GREENHOUSE
sleeping the sleep of the dead. The
CROWLEY BROTHERS, Props.
whole village was taken by surprise
l.
3661 South Broadway
Phone Eng. 1207
and wanted to give their chief a
Carnations a Specia/t:y
Delivery Service
big funeral. I objected because of
REGIS MEN, SEE RAY CROWLEY FOR ORDERS
l
the prevalUng epidemic and our
+._...
111-~----1-41-1_1_11+
dear chief was buried just as he
· - - - · -·-------··
had lived, in a most simple manner. A few days later I left to
visit my other villages. Word followed me that Mrs. Chief, as we
called her, followed her husband in
h
i t
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Norman Brokenshire Tunes Up Chesterfield
Radio Stars for the New Year
'

"Where Denver Shops with Confidence"

SPRING
SUITS
For The Well
Dressed
Young Man

$19·50

--·---·--

Less Than
Regular Cos~
Every suit hand tailored
with best quality silk celanese linings.
The well dr<:;ssed man of
1933-that's what you will
be termed as soon as you
appear in one of these
new spring models of allwool tweeds and homespuns a n d fine quality
worsted.
Single breasted- double
breasted-new pinch back
and half belt modelspatch pockets--all the new
spring colors-perfect fitting garments- it's the
big suit value of the season!

--·--

THE DENVER
-MAN'S STORESTREET FLOOR
•--------------'
-------------New learning from the sophomores: Milton's masterpieces are
Lycidas and L. Penserosa (?) . • . •
Paradise Lost is one of the best
pieces of prose ever written . . . .
Alexander Pope was born in Ireland,
studied at Cambridge, and was an
atheist. . . . Steele and Addison
were Victorians. . . . Swift wrote
Robinson Crusoe.
------.-------,, .................................................................. ,,. .

t:,E~~:;.r~:E~~= ·_ BROB~RFEt~GeEIAS!:MrE~N?r~LD
the coming of the geese, which In
native parlance means the coming
of spring.

i

for 26 Years

-;:=1

Student's discount.

:

NO DEPOSIT - - NO RED TAPE
REQUIRED
HEATED
NEW CARS
-? ~
'
,.
CARS

See JAS. O'HERN-Official Representative-Free delivery service one way on trips of $3.00 or more.

THE AUTO RENTAL SERVICE, Inc.
.
f
left to right Tom Howard George Shelton, Ruth Etting, Bing Crosby, Norman
Rea d mg rom
•
.•
. H
(
Brokenshue and Lenme ayton.
·
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FATHER FORSTALL
SPEAK:S ON STUDY
OF EARTHQUAKES
(Continued from Page 1)
its present stage of develop~ent,
the science of mathematics IS incapable of solving many problems
which face the seismologist.
Fat)ler Forstall said that a thorough knowledge of all the branches
of science is imperative before the
difficulties in seismology may be
successfully encountered. Althoug.h
advancement will be slow, there IS
no doubt that when the other fields
of science are able to provide a
better foundation, seismology will
disclose many interesting facts
about the nature of our planet.
That is the challenge.

Father Martin Lonneux, S.J., an
American miasionary in Alaska, tella
the following interesting incident:

THE DENVER
DRY GOODS
COMPANY

1547 CLEVELAND PLACE
Phone KEystone 8581
+---~~--M-n-11-ll-11-11-11-1
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CLIPPINGS
No longer are college campus being cluttered up by those famous
characters known as "Joe Colleges."
And even the few that do exist are
fakes. That is the opinion of Dean
Herbert Smith of DePauw University, who declared, in corrobating
results of a survey made by Professor Henry Doyle of George Washington University, that "there are
few 'Collegiate' individuals on the
average campus-most of them are
found in front of the corner drug
store back home!"

Poetry Circle
Ends Semester

The poetry circle of the Catholic
Press club will close a semester's
work this evening at the home of
Miss Nellie Lennon. Father Doyle
is the director of the poetry circle.
Its purpose is appreciation and composition. Miss Margie Cannon is
the president. John Bruggeman is
a member of the group.
Richard Heister and his tingling
finger quartet are cooperating with
the Catholic Press club in the programs planned for the Hard of
A survey among the coeds at
Hearing.
Creighton University showed that
they have a diverse collection of
Lepore: "My mother played an
pet peeves. Among some of the
more prominent are: Red ties worn awful joke on me this morning.
by college students; dirty corduroy Gave me a dish of soap flakes introusers also worri by the afore- stead of corn flakes!"
Feely: "Soap flakes! Were you
mentioned culprits; affected people
and conceited men came in for their mad?"
share of abuse by the coeds.
Felix: "Mad! I'll say I was mad!
Why, I frothed at the mouth!"
Marquette University announces
a systematic course in missiology
Joe Murphy (anxious to do his
this year, covering the psychology good turn) : "May I accompany you
·of making converts, characteristics across the street, Madam?"
of primitive peoples, history of misOld Lady : "Certainly you may,
sions and study of problems grow- but I should think a boy as big as
ing out of missionary efforts. For you are could take care of himself."
some time the Engineering college
of the University has conducted a
Father Herbers conducted a remission service, offering free consult reat for the Mercy Sisters of the
tation and plans to missionaries Mercy Hospital during vacation.
who a re engaged in building or
construction work requiring expert
engineering advice. This service is
also included in the course of mission science. The University has a
flourishing Crusade Unit under the
direction of Rev. John A. Berens,
S.J.

REGIS IS HOST
TO VISITORS
Recent guests of the College were
the Reverend Albert C. Zuercher,
superior of the Jesuit mission in
charge of the Shoshones and Arapahoes at St. Stephens, Wyoming, and
the Reverend Joseph Matoushek,
who is on the administration board
of Rockhurst College in Kansas
City.
Some day that wreck of Joe
(Pepper) Martins will fall apart
and scatter Benny Baker's, Jack
Ja:cobuccis and Johnny Mannions,
"R" canvas coats and all, up and
down Sixteenth street. Remember
our warning!

Imagine old Pat Feely on the
committee of arrangements for the
aristocratic sophomoric dance fest!

John Bruggeman is seriously
thinking of transferring from math
to poetry. We wonder why?

John Charles Keane, a student
at Regis in 1916, was married during the holidays to Isabelle Marie
Zargin. The ceremony was performed in Washington, where Mr.
Keane is employed in the Bureau
of Standards.

FATHER S. EGAN
VISITS FUTURE

·

!
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Jack Kenney, of the 1907's and
8's, etc., paid a visit to his former
professor, Father Forstall, while on
a hurried business trip here. Jack
Junior will enter Regis in September.
Teacher: "If I cut a beefsteak
in two, then cut the halves in two,
then divide the pieces, what do I
get?"
Charley: "Eighths."
Teacher: "Correct, Again?"
Coach: "Sixteenths."
Teacher: "Correct, Again?"
Eatough: "Thirty-seconds."
Teacher: "Correct. And once
more?"
Chuck: "Hamburger."

Prof.: "What was Columbus' motto?"
Burns: "More miles to the gal·
leon."
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~ Doyle's Pharmacy ~

Specialized Lubrication
Winter Grade Oils
Tire Service Accessories
Service Headquarters

~

The Particular Druggist

;:

17th Ave. and Grant St.
Phone KEystone 5987

~

E

~

Mr. Ralph Taylor, father of
er, was recently made district
of the Mutual Life Insurance
pany. He has been connected
them about 25 years.

Rabbead
comwith

Frank Barry, former Regis student, has entered the religious life
as a Jesuit Lay Brother. He entered at Florissant, Missouri, last
week.
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·
COLLEGIATE
BARBERSHOP

·-=~
~

4974 LOWELL BLVD.

!

W ALT£l.R L. WILLIS
!
~ We appreciate your patronage,
;;
R egis students
:
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The Regis lake was the scene of
some very fancy skating and some
wonderful hockey all during the
Christmas vacation period and up
to January 8, when the ice softened
in the recent warm spell. The lake
furnished the smoothest skating surface in the city. Even the city parks
were very rough compared to Regis
lake. Fathers Egan and Krieger
gave some fine exhibitions of fancy
skating. The boarders enjoyed chasing the puck around the island,
fighting for its possession.
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F acuity Men Give
Exhibition of
Fancy Skating
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~ New York Shoe Shop
~
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Tickets from
Father Hoefkens accepted

~
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"Let's go over to Dick's"
4907 Lowell Blvd.

HOT PLATE LUNCHES, lSc
PASTRIES
SANDWICHES, Sc and lOc

Ii
j

i
Special Prices to Regis Students
i
................................................................................................................................................-:

~

Former Student
Highly Honored

• • •

INSURANCE
~
§
Phone KEystone 2633
:
E
Denham Building
!
~ DENVER - COLORADO j
~,

of high school principals in Chicago
during the holidays, Father Stephen ~
Egan, director of Regis High, paid i
a visit to the former Regis students l
who are beginning their studies for •
the priesthood at the Jesuit Seminary in Florissant, Missouri. He
found them all well and happy.
Martin Currigan, James Naughton, ~~
John Walsh, along with the former
Collegians, Derrig, Harris and Vollmar, are making a great go of it.

The trainer of the St. Mary's,
California, football team is totally
blind but has trained himself to
a high degree of sensitiveness and
be is very successful in treating
the injured members of the grid
squad.

August "Gus" Wahler, once a
classmate of Father Doyle here, has
a position with a large oil company
in California, he informs Father
Iforstall by letter.

l

I

JOSEPH J. CELLA

~

49th and Lowell Blvd.

The Executive board of Milwaukee State Teachers College turned
down a request by the male chorus
of the school for a loan of· $800.
The money, if obtained, was to be
used to make back payments on
three Auburn cars purchased for
the last wester n t rip made by the
chorus.

Boyle's Law, Pasteurized milk, a
watt, an ampere. Kow would it
feel to have some scientific process
or discovery named after you? A
former Regis student has experi·
enced that thrill. Joseph Mathews,
an A.B. in 1919 is the man. He is
one of the authors of a brochure
on levulose determination issued
recently by the United States bureau of standards. There are such
things now as a "Mathews factor"
and a "Mathews coefficient."

I'

PHILLIPS
Service Station
LACKNER and PRESTON

On
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O TELL you that Chesterfield is the
only good cigarette • • • that the makers
of Chesterfield Cigarettes are the only ones
who can buy good tobaccos and manufac•
ture cigarettes scientifically • • • would be
nothing short of foolish.
. For all tobacco is sold in open auctions
-where anyone can buy if he will pay the
price. Even the machines on which different cigarettes are made are alike.
'
This much, however, is true: By using
the right kinds of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos in just the right proportions • • • by
blending and cross-blending them together
in the most careful way ••• we make Chest·
erfield what smokers say it is ••• a cigarette
that's milder, that tastes better. Just try them.

T

Chesterfield Radio Program - Every night except Sunday, Columbia coast-to-coast Network.

THEY'RE MILDERTHEY TASTE

